
Justin Bieber Left Horrifically Disfigured; Vaccine
Side Effect or Just More Improbable Bad Luck?
The singer has fallen victim to heinous Ramsay Hunt syndrome, a relative of shingles,
which is a listed rare side effect of the vaccine series. Meanwhile, his 25 year old wife
had a serious stroke.
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Above: A Yahoo! News story (screenshot retrieved Jun. 10 2022) shows
Bieber’s recent facial paralysis, and loss of some core eyeball functionality.

Justin Bieber's fans are sure to be distraught by this latest development in the singer's
life (I'm not one, just acknowledging that he does have many fans out there).

Bieber, who was a staunch advocate of vaccination and who "strictly" enforced a
vaccine mandate on fans who attended last year's Justin Bieber Justice World Tour in
South Africa, has fallen victim to horrific Ramsay Hunt syndrome.

The syndrome, which has resulted in possibly permanent loss of about half the singer's
facial functions, is related to shingles - a listed side effect of the mRNA vaccination
series Bieber and his wife promoted, his wife who incidentally recently suffered a life
altering blood clot which resulted in a stroke, according to her reps. She later required
heart surgery as a consequence of the stroke; she's only 25 years old.

Justice World Tour indeed.

Bieber, and many other internationally recognized celebrities, curiously parroted
official orthodoxy on the mRNA vaccines, even months after adverse effects began to
be reported by users on social media. Such concerns, including from impressionable
young fans with pre-existing immune disorders who may not be well suited for such
vaccines, were steamrolled over by Bieber and others in the public eye.

The QANON wing of the truth community will no doubt conclude something along the
lines of, ahem, if I may: BIEBER'S TOP SHELF ADRENO SUPPLY HAS RUN OUT!!!!!
DEMOCRATS! ZELENSKY! TREASON! THIS IS WHAT YOU GET BIEBER THE
DEVIL IS CALLING HIS MARKER ON YOU HOLLYWOOD BABY EATERS!!!!!!!

Yet, to me, this is little more than a tragedy of collective arrogance.

Complete faith in authorities who don't deserve their authority, and complete
assurance in shoddy science that was little more than rushed federal agenda, bolstered
by greedy vaccine makers all too eager to get a little stock price boost before the
apparent demise of human civilization.

Sad, but predictable - and the researcher in me thinks this may be only the beginning
of the narrative of former vaccine advocates showing up with horrific, otherwise quite
uncommon health irregularities.

Stay thirsty, my friends.

edit- keep in touch with me via the podcast, I don’t post to Substack often anymore.
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Returning to my Substack perch briefly to report some sad news: Bieber has lost half his facial function.

More safe and effective outcomes by the day! Coincidence, I say! Pure coincidence! :/
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Justin Bieber Left Horrifically Disfigured…

The singer has fallen victim to heinous Ramsay Hunt syndrome, a relative of shingles, which is a listed rare
side effect of the vaccine series. Meanwhile, his 25 year old wife had a serious stroke.
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Returning to my Substack perch briefly to report some sad news: Bieber has lost half his facial function.

More safe and effective outcomes by the day! Coincidence, I say! Pure coincidence! :/
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David, Thank you for shining a light on the obvious karmic comeuppance for this dumb vaxx pushing pop

star. I am actually happy that the elite "plan" apparently is not to spare everyone that serves their agenda.

Hopefully this "eat their own" mentality will amount to some serious pushback. Why serve a master who is

cruel and treats you no differently than the peasants he despises? I read somewhere that a music insider

claimed that Bieber loses his contract if he associates his disease with the vaxx. If true, I am not surprised.

Please carry on with your tremendous reporting and that voice of yours that his such an inspiring ring of

truth to it!
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